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Abstract

In this document, two hybrid models of an automotive driveline,
differing in their levels of abstraction from real system behavior, are
proposed. One model is very detailed, involves discrete dynamics with
numerous states and its aim is to provide a powerful tool for verifi-
cation. From the latter a reduced–order hybrid model, which is more
indicated for synthesis purposes in the design of controllers/observers,
is obtained analytically. Both hybrid models have been used with
encouraging results within the research activity “Hybrid algorithm de-
velopment for the actual engaged gear identification in engine control
application, simulation and experimental data processing” developed
by PARADES during the year 2004.

∗This research has been sponsored by European Community Projects IST-2001-33520
CC (Control and Computation)
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1 Introduction

To date, industry makes use in design flow of ever more detailed dynamical
models with the aim to sensibly reduce onerous but inevitable verification–
prototyping costs and times, preserving anyway the quality of its products.
This is made possible by recently developments in description formalisms for
dynamical systems that allow capturing behaviors of quite real phenomena.
Automotive follows this trend: car subsystems have been described with
growing wealth of details and, consequently, involved dynamics grown in
complexity. This is the reason why hybrid systems methodologies have been
profitably used in modelling, analysis and control applications (see [6, 7]).
For instance, in engine control a heterogenous and, to some extent, uncer-
tain event–driven time domain is due to the behavior of the 4-stroke internal
combustion engine. Indeed, driveline dynamics depends on some discrete
conditions (i.e. stroke engine, backlash position) that can be represented as
discrete components of the state, while transitions of the stroke engine and
the backlash position are influenced by the continuous state evolution.
From a control–designer point of view, completeness of plant models is often
paid with unacceptable difficulties in controllers design. This is the reason
why models should be provided with different levels of details. In this docu-
ment a detailed hybrid model of a car driveline for verification purposes and
a reduced–order hybrid model useful for controller synthesis are developed.
Equations describing the two lumped parameters models are derived from
the second law of dynamics. This is a good approximation even if parame-
ters strongly depend from temperature and frequency, and transmission axis
are deformable continuous bodies (when one of the axis is too long more
detailed distributed–parameters models can be found in [10]). To be a useful
verification tool, the developed hybrid model:

– represents dynamics of the driveline for every engaged gear and in every
discrete state of the clutch;

– represents the transitory when it is switched from one discrete state to the
other;

– predicts the continuous and discrete state of the driveline with high pre-
cision;

– the detailed hybrid model represents a great number of discrete states
(6048) and has 12 variables of continuous state.

On the contrary, to be extremely effective for controllers/observers synthesis,
the developed reduced–order hybrid model:
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– represents the driveline as a third order linear system when the clutch
is close. So, we have a compact, manageable and low computational
expensive representation of the driveline;

– represents the basic oscillations of the driveline when the engaged gear is
varying;

– allows to simulate the gear shifting.

Both detailed and simplified models have been developed by PARADES
GEIE during the year 2004 in collaboration with Magneti Marelli Power-
train within the research activities: “Hybrid algorithm development for the

actual engaged gear identification in engine control application, simulation

and experimental data processing” (see [5]). Effectiveness of the detailed hy-
brid model for verification has been confirmed by experimental data.
In Section 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, notions on the use of the gear–box, the driveability
and the control of the driveline are provided. In Section 2, 3, the detailed
hybrid model is described and a comparison between simulated and exper-
imental data is reported. In Section 4, the reduced–order hybrid model is
developed and the comparison with the detailed hybrid model is illustrated.

1.1 Gear–box: why?

To encounter customers’ satisfactory specifications and comply with tight
law restrictions, current engines must have optimal performances for a wide
range of speeds and loads with acceptable fuel consumptions and high quality
of exhaust gas.
A constant power with respect to speed is favorable since, in this case, the
curve

P = Foptv (1)

yields a traction force Fopt that is hyperbolic with respect to speed (its points
are stable). Unfortunately, a typical torque curve of a real IC engine is not
hyperbolic, see Figure 1. In particular, the torque curve has a maximum
point that divides the set of stable points from unstable ones. For this
reason, a single fixed gear ratio, which connects the engine to the wheels,
is advised and it is necessary to introduce a device that reshapes the torque
curve. Figure 2 depicts the transformations, introduced by a manual gear–
box with four gears, on the torque curve. It is worthwhile to note that better
approximations of the traction force Fopt are achieved by gear–box with a
high number of gears.
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Figure 1: Optimal power curve and torque curve of a generic IC engine.

1.2 Driveability

Driveability collects many drive comfort factors: it is related to the sub-
jective perception of the driver and represents a very important factor for
the commercial success of a product. Since it is strongly influenced by the
behavior of the vehicle during transient conditions, driveability is typically
evaluated in acceleration, gear shifting, engine start behavior, idle, braking,
shunt and shuffle.
Moreover, it is very difficult to capture the subjective feeling of the driver
in a single quantitative mark. Therefore, automotive producers followed a
statistical approach making extensive series of tests with expert drivers who
attribute a driveability mark using a scale from 1 to 10 (see Table 1). Since
this step in the production chain is costly either in terms of time and money,
then it is important to have detailed models of the driveline and evaluate on
these the driveability. For instance, in [14, 15] Johansson et al. define some
indices in order to indicate the degree of shuffle and shunt using the FFT,
VDV and differences in acceleration values, see [13]. In [14, 15] a literature
survey on the driveability is reported.
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Figure 2: Approximation of the optimal–power curve using a gear–box with
four gears.

1.3 Driveline control scenario

The driveline is the set of mechanical devices that transmit the engine torque
to wheels. For this reason its dynamics influences remarkably the drive com-
fort and driveability of the car.
Since the driveline contains elastic elements, then fastidious oscillations and
jerk effects occur especially during transients, such as tip–in, tip–out and
gear shifting actions1. During tip–in and tip–out the following phenomena
are distinguished (see Figure 3):

shunt : is an initial jerk that might occur during a rapid change in vehicle
acceleration (some backlash might hit the other side and be cause of
sharp derivative on the acceleration);

shuffle: is the longitudinal oscillation of the vehicle excited by the torsional
oscillation of the driveline;

clonk : is the sound during the shunt and shuffle period. It is a high fre-
quency, metallic noise, occurring when two shafts, between which there
is a backlash, bump one against the other. The clonk duration is vary-
ing from 0.25 to 5 ms (see [21]).

1Tip–in and tip–out correspond to sudden positive or negative respectively actions on
the throttle pedal.
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Driveability Subjective description Corresponding comment
mark
10 Excellent Not noticeable even by experienced drivers
9 Very good Disturbing for experienced drivers
8 Good Disturbing for critical customers
7 Satisfying Disturbing for several customers
6 Even satisfying Disturbing for all customers
5 Adequate Very disturbing for all customers
4 Defective Felt to be deficient by all customers
3 Insufficient Reclaimed as deficient by all customers
2 Bad Limited vehicle operating only
1 Very bad Vehicle not operating

Table 1: Standard rating scale for driveability.

The parameters that mostly influence shunt and shuffle are:

• the length of the backlash;

• the elasticity of the axis of transmission, the clutch springs and the
engine suspensions;

• the engaged gear.

Shunt and shuffle are perceived from the passengers as an unpleasant longi-
tudinal oscillations. The human body well tolerates vertical oscillations of
the vehicle since it perceives them as walking. On the contrary, horizontal
oscillations are remarkably unpleasant. Since mechanical resonance frequen-
cies of the human body organs are approximately 4−6 Hz for shoulders, 4−8
Hz for stomach and 3 − 6 Hz for the upper trunk (see [13]), and driveline
natural frequency is comprised between 1−10 Hz, then controlling the longi-
tudinal oscillations becomes important to improve comfort and driveability.
The problem of the shunt and shuffle was introduced in the 80s. In the wide
literature two strategies are mainly suggested:

• preventing shunt and shuffle by mechanical construction;

• accepting the existence of shunt and shuffle and reducing them by con-
trol2 (see [2, 17, 18, 18, 22, 25, 28, 29, 32, 34]). For instance, shunt
can be reduced by appropriate control laws when the engine troughs
a backlash. In this way, when the backlash changes direction, the
bump impulse is reduced. Besides, shuffle reduction problem can be
approached with:

2In this case the engine is seen as an actuator.
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Figure 3: Vehicle body acceleration during a tip-in in a typical car, reported
in [16].

a) a low-pass filter on the requested torque. In this way, the oscillations
are reduced but, at the same time, the performances of the engine
are limited.

b) active control of the torque engine in order to damp oscillations.

Other disturbances, the rattle and the clatter (see [3, 9, 20]), are acoustic
and generated by the bounce of the mechanical axis inside the backlash area
because of vibrations on the pulsating torque engine. While the clonk is
generated from the abrupt impact between axes during tip–in or tip–out,
the rattle and the clatter are generated by the impact of the axes when the
transmitted torque is close to zero. For instance, gear-box produces rattle in
neutral and clutter with an engaged gear. Normally the rattle and the clutter
are limited by a good acoustic isolation, by an opportune construction of the
gears and by a damping/springs system on the clutch or on the flywheel.
As previously stated (see Section 1.1), introducing the gear–box is necessary
in order to efficiently couple engine and wheels. However, a frequent use of
clutch pedal and gear lever of a conventional manual gear–box can tire the
driver. The conventional automatic gear–box (CVT) solves this problem
but, at the same time, it involves additional costs, torque losses, greater
mechanical complexity and shorter life cycle (especially when used on tracks).
In the last years, performances were improved by the robotized gear–box that
is mechanically identical to the manual gear–box but has a controller for the
clutch and the gear lever. A control scenario for the robotized gear–box
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Figure 4: Performance map for a typical Otto engine (see [16]).

concerns:

• an automatic control of the clutch and manual gear lever. Of particular
interest is the vehicle start-up from stop (launch control) (see [11, 23,
30]);

• an automatic control of the gear lever and manual clutch;

• an automatic control of the clutch and of the gear lever (see [24, 25, 26]).

In particular, latter task has been mainly achieved by:

– the use of the clutch during the gear shifting. It is necessary to manage
the following steps: decouple the clutch, engage the neutral, engage the
new gear, couple the clutch;

– shifting the gear without the use of the clutch. It is necessary to manage
the following steps: control the transmitted torque to zero, engage the
neutral, carry the speed engine at the transmission speed (scaled with
the conversion ratio of the new gear), engage the new gear. The critical
step in this gear shifting strategy is to control the torque to zero. In this
case, the driveline oscillations limit considerably the minimum time for
the gear shifting: in fact, until the oscillations are not damped, it is
not possible to insert neutral gear.

The right gear–shifting control can considerably improve the fuel consump-
tion, the exhaust–gas emissions, the driveability and the performances. The
iso–consumption curves of the torque–speed plan are depicted in Figure 4,
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along with the optimal–fuel–consumption and performances lines. The pic-
ture evidences that different sequences of controls for the same gear shift
produce either optimal fuel consumptions or optimal performances.
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2 The detailed driveline hybrid model HM

In this section a detailed hybrid model HM of the driveline is described. The
configuration of the driveline and the total number of axes involved depend
on the relative position between the engine and the actuated wheels. Indeed,
the engine can be arranged longitudinally or transversely with respect to for-
ward velocity direction, in a front or rear position of the car; the actuated
wheels can be frontal, rear or both. In this document it is referred to a car
with both the engine and the actuated wheels arranged in a front, and the
engine put transversally.
Figure 5 depicts a synthetic scheme of the model HM with crankshaft, fly-
wheel, clutch, gear–box, cylinder block, semi–axle, wheel group, tire and
chassis dynamics put in evidence. Notice that the contributions to dynamics
of the couple of semi–axes and tires are not treated separately but collected
in an unique equivalent system. Exogenous continuous inputs are the engine
average torque Te, the engine temperature tengine, the torque Tbrake produced
by the braking system, the torque Tslope due to the slope of the road, the
aerodynamics friction torque Tair and the clutch pressure Pclutch. The only
exogenous discrete input is the position of the gear lever. The following

Figure 5: Scheme of the detailed hybrid model HM .

subsections provide a description of each subsystem involved in the driveline
model.
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2.1 Crankshaft and flywheel model.

The crankshaft and the flywheel are modelled as an unique first–order continuous–
time system (from here referred to as crankshaft) characterized by an overall
inertia Je that collects the contributions of the connecting rods, pistons, valve
train system, alternator and any other auxiliary device rigidly connected to
the crankshaft3. Input torques for the crankshaft dynamics are the engine
torque Te, the friction torque Tfric and the clutch coupling torque Tclutch,
that yields

Te = Jeω̇e + Tfric(ωe, tengine) + Tclutch, (2)

where ωe is the crankshaft angular velocity.
The torque Tfric is mainly due to pumping losses and bearing frictions;
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Figure 6: Torque friction on the crankshaft.

it collects the contributions of valve–train system, oil pump and auxiliary
devices loads (power steering, alternator, air conditioner, etc..., see [1]). The
friction torque Tfric has a nonlinear behavior with respect to engine speed
and temperature4. It is modelled by the look–up table of Figure 6.

3The inertia of the single auxiliary device can be small if compared to the crankshaft
and the flywheel inertias. Nevertheless, the contribution of these inertias can not be
neglected because the auxiliary devices are coupled to the crankshaft with a mechanical
ratio that can be appreciable (about 2.5).

4Friction concerns viscously coupled mechanical components and the medium viscosity
itself is function of the temperature.
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In the last years an alternative to the conventional flywheel is represented by
the dual mass flywheel (DMF), that is frequently mounted on vehicles with
wide Diesel motorization (see [8, 27]). This solution has improved drive-
ability, comfort and fuel consumption. Indeed, since the cyclic combustion
process in IC engines is the main source of vibrations for the driveline, then
springs/damping systems are mounted on the clutch plate, acting as mechan-
ical low–pass filters with cut frequencies smaller than the idle speed. Nev-
ertheless, at low engine speed, vibrations are still perceptible from drivers.
The dual mass flywheel is composed by a rigid clutch plate and two masses
connected by a springs/damping system. It is mounted so that the inertia on
the engine side is dynamically reduced while that on the transmission side is
increased. The effect is perceived as drastically reduced driveline oscillations.
Hence, the drive becomes comfortable also for low speeds where the fuel spe-
cific consumption is smaller (see Figure 4), especially in the Diesel engines
that have a flat torque curve. In Figure 7 it is depicted a static characteristic

Figure 7: DMF springs static characteristic, either measured and interpolated
[8].

of the dual mass flywheel obtained in experimental setups. To simplify the
model presented in this document, a conventional flywheel is addressed since
the insertion of a dual mass flywheel can be easily derived from the example
in Section 2.2, 2.3 and Figure 7.
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2.2 Clutch plate model.

The clutch is modelled as a hybrid system with three discrete states: Close,
Slip and Open (see Figure 8).
In the discrete state Close, the clutch plate and the flywheel are rigidly

Figure 8: Clutch FSM.

connected by static friction, so that their inertias are merged in a single
first–order system. The maximal static friction torque Tmax

clutch that can be
transmitted before incurring in clutch slippage is a function of its size and
pressure Pclutch, i.e.

Tmax
clutch = µsns

2π

3

R3
ext −R3

int

3
Pclutch, (3)

while the torque transmitted by the clutch is

Tclutch = (Te − Tfric)
Jclutch

Jclutch + Je

+ Tsprings

Je

Jclutch + Je

. (4)

When Tclutch > Tmax
clutch the clutch model enters in the state Slip: the clutch

plate and the flywheel are not more a rigid body but they slip one on the
other. In this case the coupling torque is

Tclutch = µd(ωe − ωclutch)ns

2π

3

R3
ext −R3

int

3
Pclutchsign(ωe − ωclutch), (5)

where the coefficient of kinematic friction µd(·) is function of the slipping
speed ωe − ωclutch as reported in Figure 9.
If ωe = ωclutch and Tclutch ≤ Tmax

clutch, then the clutch model returns in the
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state Close. If Pclutch = 0 it enters, instead, in the state Open and the
transmitted torque is zero, i.e. Tclutch = 0. In the state Open the crankshaft
is completely decoupled from the rest of the driveline and the two systems
follow independent dynamics.
For simplicity sake, nonlinear terms in Tclutch, which are function of Pclutch

and temperature, are neglected in (3) and (5).
In any case, for any coupling torque, the clutch plate dynamics is:

Tclutch − Tsprings = Jclutchω̇clutch. (6)

2.3 Clutch springs model.

As previously stated, see Section 2.1, a springs/damping system is mounted
on the clutch plate in off-the–shelf drivelines, in order to limit vibrations due
to engine pulsating torques. This system connects the clutch plate with the
primary axle of the gear–box, allows sweet engagements of the clutch, and
avoids fastidious jerks. The nonlinear static torsion–torque characteristic
of the clutch springs is depicted in Figure 10. For increasing values of the
torsion angle, a growing number of pre–charged springs act on the axle, so
that the piecewise linear characteristic of Figure 10 is obtained. When the
maximum excursion of the torsion angle is obtained, a mechanical stop makes
the coupling rigid.
To capture the piecewise linear characteristic, clutch springs dynamics is

modelled by a hybrid system with eight discrete states, see Figure 11, where
each state represents a linear segment of the characteristic in Figure 10. In
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Figure 10: Clutch springs static characteristic.

the i-th discrete state, the transmitted torque Tsprings is described by:

α̇springs = ωclutch − ωp

Tsprings = Kfi(αsprings − αi
0) +Bfi(ωclutch − ωp) + T i

springs. (7)

2.4 Cylinder block model.

The cylinder block is connected to the chassis of the car by suspensions and
revolves approximately on a spindle that is coincident with the semi–axle.
The cylinder block is subject to the engine suspensions torque Tsusp and the
reaction torque −Tsma from semi–axle subsystem, so that its dynamics is:

Tsusp − Tsma = Jbω̇b. (8)

The static torque–torsion characteristic of engine–suspensions coupled sys-
tem is nonlinear and similar to the clutch–springs one of section 2.3. Hence,
the engine suspensions dynamics is described by the 8–states hybrid model
depicted in Figure 12. The Figure depicts also the static torque–torsion
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Figure 11: Clutch springs FSM.

Figure 12: Static characteristic of torsion (left) and FSM of cylinder block
(right).

characteristic. The torque Tsusp is defined by:

α̇b = ωb

Tsusp =







klowαb +Blowωb αb ∈ [−α1, α1] Low
khigh(αb − α1) + klowα1 +Bhighωb αb > α1 High2
khigh(αb + α1)− klowα1 +Bhighωb αb < −α1 High1

(9)

2.5 Gear–box model.

The gear–box is modelled as a hybrid system with seven discrete states (see
Figure 13): one for each forward and reverse gear, one for neutral. The
gear–box automaton switches from one discrete state to another in function
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Figure 13: Gear–box FSM.

of Gear signal which is synchronous with command–lever position. It is
worthwhile to recall that Gear is the only discrete input exogenous to the
whole hybrid system.
Notice that the FSM depicted in Figure 13 has a sequential behavior as the
conventional manual gear–boxes.
The gear–box continuous part comprises5

• the primary axle with inertia Jp and elasticity coefficient kp, collecting
also the elasticity of the secondary axle and of the differential that is
assumed to be constant6;

• one rigid inertia that collects the secondary axle and the differential.

5In the gear–box hybrid model we have not modelled the synchronizer.
6This is an approximation because the total elasticity of the gear–box depends on the

engaged gear and transmission ratio τi.
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When the i-th gear is engaged, the continuous state has the dynamics

α̇p = ωp − τiτdiff (ωdiff − ωb)

Tsprings = Jpω̇p +Bpωp + kpαp

+Bps

(

ωp − τiτdiff (ωdiff − ωb)
)

Ĵ ω̇diff + B̂ωdiff + Tsma =
1

τiτdiff

[

kpαp +Bps

(

ωp

−τiτdiff (ωdiff − ωb)
)]

, (10)

where

Ĵ =
Js

τ 2diff
+ Jd; B̂ =

Bs

τ 2diff
+Bd. (11)

When the neutral gear is engaged, the primary and secondary axles are com-
pletely decoupled and follow independent dynamics, i.e.

α̇p = −1

Tsprings = Jpω̇p +Bpωp

Ĵ ω̇diff + B̂ωdiff + Tsma = 0. (12)

2.6 Semi-axle and backlash model.

In the driveline a small backlash is present in all mechanical connections: be-
tween clutch and primary axle, primary and secondary axes, secondary axle
and differential, differential and semi–axle, semi–axle and hub, and inside
the differential on the satellites–planetariums system and synchronizer. The
sum of these small backlashes produces, however, a great dead zone on the
driveline that is quite wide 30− 40 degrees at the crankshaft.
The semi–axes are very elastic and connect the differential to the hub. Be-
cause of their elevated elasticity the semi–axes are an important center of tor-
sional energy in the driveline. In the semi-axes, besides torsional oscillations,
are also presented longitudinal oscillations that are unpleasantly perceived
from the passengers. In order to dump the longitudinal oscillations several
solutions exist. For instance, it is possible to damp the longitudinal oscilla-
tions by adding a lumped inertia on a intermediate point of the semi–axis.
In common operating modes longitudinal oscillations are small and, hence,
are neglected in the model HM .
For the sake of simplicity, an unique backlash is connected to the semi–axle
and the inertia of the semi–axle is attributed to the hub. The equivalent
elasticity of the single semi–axle is:

ksma =
4klkr

kl + kr

. (13)
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Figure 14: Static torsion characteristic of the semi–axle with backlash (top)
and FSM of the hybrid model (bottom).

The static torsion characteristic of the semi–axle with backlash is depicted in
Figure 14. As done for engine suspensions in Section 2.4, the semi–axle with
backlash is modelled as a hybrid system with three discrete states whose
FSM is reported in Figure 14. When |αdiff − αw| ≤ α the discrete state
Free is entered, the differential is completely decoupled from the hub and the
transmitted torque Tsma is:

Tsma = 0. (14)

When the backlash is null, for (αdiff −αw) > α, the differential is connected
to the hub by the elasticity of the semi-axle and the discrete state Coupled–Up
is entered. In this case, the Tsma is:

Tsma = ksma(αdiff − αw − α) + bsma(ωdiff − ωw). (15)

When (αdiff − αw) < −α the discrete state Coupled–Down is entered and
the Tsma is:

Tsma = ksma(αdiff − αw + α) + bsma(ωdiff − ωw). (16)
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In any case, the angles αdiff , αw are

α̇diff = ωdiff

α̇w = ωw (17)

2.7 Wheel group model.

With the term wheel group we denote the wheel disc, the semi–axle inertia7,
the hub, the disc brake and the tire. The hub is a short axle that revolves
inside a support connected to the chassis by a shock-absorber. On one side
of the hub there is connected the semi–axle while, on the other, the wheel
and the disc brake. The following torques act on the wheels group: the
torque Tbrake of the brake system, the viscous linear friction bwωw of the hub
bearing, the torque Tsma transmitted by the semi–axle and the torque T̂tire

transmitted by the tire. The wheel group follows the dynamics

Tsma − Tbrake − T̂tire = Jwω̇w + bwωw. (18)

The tire has the experimental nonlinear static characteristic represented in
Figure 15 where, in particular, a hysteresis phenomenon is evident. The
hysteresis is modelled as a hybrid system with five discrete states whose FSM
is depicted in Figure 16. In Figure 17 the static characteristic of torsion of the
tire hybrid model is reported. In order to understand the hysteresis model,
the reader must think to a cycle in which the tire, initially stopped, is twisted
cyclically in the two spin directions. The angle of torsion of the tire is:

α̇tire = ωw − ωvehicle. (19)

After a positive torsion of the tire, that is initially stopped, the FSM enters
the discrete state Start and the tire behaves as a spring with an elasticity
khyst. When the torsion angle exceeds αl/2 the FSM enters the discrete state
One and the elasticity becomes klin, with klin < khyst. If the torsion direction
is inverted, the FSM enters in discrete state Two and the elasticity returns to
the value khyst. When the torsion angle exceeds −αl, then the FSM switches
to the discrete state Three with the elasticity klin. Changing newly torsion
direction, the FSM enters the discrete state Four with elasticity khyst. The
torque transmitted by the tire is:

• in the discrete state Start :

T̂tire = khystαtire + bt(ωw − ωvehicle); (20)

7The semi–axle is modelled as a mass–dump–spring system whose inertia is added to
wheel group while its elasticity has been modelled in the previous section.
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Figure 15: Experimental static torsion characteristic of a tire.
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ThreeFour

Start

[w<0]/{alfa0=alfa;T0=T;}

[alfa>alfa0]/{alfa0=alfa;T0=T;}

[alfa<alfa0−al]/{alfa0=alfa;T0=T;}

[alfa>alfa0+al]/{alfa0=alfa;T0=T;}

[alfa>al/2]/{alfa0=alfa;T0=T;}

[alfa<−al/2]/{alfa0=alfa;T0=T;}

[w>0]/{alfa0=alfa;T0=T;}

[alfa<alfa0]/{alfa0=alfa;T0=T;}

Figure 16: FSM of tire hybrid model.
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• in One and Three:

T̂tire = khyst(αtire − α0) + T0 + bt(ωw − ωvehicle); (21)

• in Two and Four :

T̂tire = klin(αtire − α0) + T0 + bt(ωw − ωvehicle). (22)

The tire transmits a torque T̂tire to the hub and the torque

Ttire = T̂tire − Troll, (23)

to the vehicle, with Troll the rolling friction of the tire. Notice that Troll is
zero for ωvehicle = 0, while for ωvehicle 6= 0 Troll = Constant · sign(ωvehicle)

8.

2.8 Vehicle body model.

The vehicle body is modelled by a first order dynamical system with inertia
Jv and inputs: the torque Ttire transmitted by the tire, the torque Tslope due

8
Troll and Reff depend on the mass of the vehicle, on the acceleration on the three

cartesian axes and on the vehicle speed. In this document they are assumed constants.
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to the slope of the road and the aerodynamics friction Tair (see [4, 12]). The
dynamics of the vehicle is:

Ttire − Tslope − Tair = Jvω̇vehicle, (24)

where7:
Jv = MvR

2
eff . (25)

The Tslope torque depends on the road slope P%, i.e.

Tslope = gMvReffP%. (26)

The Tair is:

Tair = 0.5ρCxAReff (Reffωvehicle)
2sign(ωvehicle) (27)

3 Detailed hybrid model simulations.

In this section, by comparing simulation results to experimental data, the
effectiveness of the hybrid model HM is shown.

– In Figure 3 (A), the elastic torsional characteristic of the driveline model
HM is compared with experimental data. As the figure makes clear,
the model is able to represent the hysteresis of the characteristic, due
to the tires, and the discontinuity of the elastic coefficient due to the
engine suspensions and backlashes.

– Figure 3 (B) depicts the simulated acceleration of the car during a tip–in.
It is possible to recognize a shunt at the begin and the successive shuffle
as in Figure. 3.

– Figures 3 (C) and (D) depict the temporal evolutions of the crankshaft
speed of the hybrid model HM (C) and of a real car (D) during a
tip–out followed by a tip–in.

– Figures 3 (E) and (F) depict the crankshaft speed and the discrete state of
the clutch of the hybrid model HM (E) and of a real car (F) during the
vehicle start-up from to stop. The discrete state of the clutch assumes
the values 0, 1, 2 with the following meaning:

1 clutch Open

2 clutch Slip

3 clutch Close
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In the experimental data the state Slip is merged in the state Open.

– Figures 3 (G) and (H) depict the crankshaft speed and the discrete state
of the clutch of the hybrid model HM (G) and of a real car (H) during
a gear shifting from the first to the second gear.

One important verification of the clutch is to study the power conservation
(see Figure 19). The principle of conservation of the energy yields:

Pin = Pout (28)

where:

Pin = (Te − Tfric)ωe

Pout = PJe
+ PJclutch

+ Psprings

PJe
= Jeω̇eωe

PJclutch
= Jclutchω̇clutchωclutch

Psprings = Tspringsωclutch

In Figure 19 it is depicted with a continuous line the Pin and with a dash line
the Pout during a start-up from to stop in first gear of the vehicle. When the
clutch is in the state Open and Close, a perfect balance of the power is held:
part of the power Pin accelerates the inertias Je and Jclutch and the remaining
amount is transmitted to the gear–box. During the state Slip, instead, a part
of the power is lost in thermal energy Pth.
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4 The reduced–order hybrid model Hm

In this section the reduced–order hybrid model of the driveline, referred to
as Hm, is described. In the hybrid model Hm the driveline is represented as
two inertias (the crankshaft and the body vehicle) connected by an elasticity,
a gear and a clutch (see Figure 20).
In the hybrid model Hm the clutch model is similar to that shown in Section

Figure 20: Scheme of the reduced–order hybrid model Hm.

2.2. Differently from the detailed model, when the clutch is in the discrete
state Close, the whole driveline is represented as a third–order linear system
that is very suitable for the synthesis of controllers/observers.

4.1 Crankshaft and flywheel reduced–order model

Similarly to the section 2.1, the crankshaft and the flywheel is modelled
as an only rigid inertia and the friction torque Tfric has been linearized on
the idle to maximal speed range, for tengine = 110◦C, with a linear viscous
friction. In Figures 21 it is reported the Tfric(ω, tengine = 110◦C) and the
least square line that approximates it. However, the approximation of Tfric

with linear viscous friction is not satisfactory especially around to the idle
speed. An improvement of the performances is obtained by compensating
Tfric or by a linearization around to a particular point of work. Anyway, in
this document it is assumed that the approximation of Tfric with a line of
the type bω + Toffset is sufficient.
Under the previous assumptions, the crankshaft dynamics becomes:

Te = Jeω̇e + b̆eωe + T̆offset + T̆clutch. (29)
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4.2 Clutch plate reduced–order model

In the hybrid model Hm the clutch is modelled as described in the Section
2.2, see Figure 8. The coefficient of cinematic friction has been considered
constant and equal to µ̆d. Recall that the maximal transmitted torque for
which the clutch remains locked is expressed as in (3), i.e.

T̆max
clutch = µsns

2π

3

R3
ext −R3

int

3
Pclutch. (30)

The torque transmitted in the state Close is (see equation 4):

T̆clutch = (Te − b̆eωe − T̆offset)
J̆clutch

J̆clutch + Je

+ Tload

Je

J̆clutch + Je

, (31)

where Tload is the torque transmitted by the gear–box reported at the clutch
plate and

J̆clutch = Jclutch + Jp. (32)

When T̆clutch > T̆max
clutch the clutch FSM enters the Slip state, where the trans-

mitted torque is (see equation 5):

T̆clutch = µ̆dns

2π

3

R3
ext −R3

int

3
Pclutchsign(ωe − ωclutch). (33)

If ωe = ωclutch and T̆clutch ≤ T̆max
clutch, then the clutch returns in the state Close,

while if Pclutch = 0 the clutch enters in the state Open where T̆clutch = 0. The
dynamics of the clutch plate is:

T̆clutch − Tload = J̆clutchω̇clutch +Bpωclutch. (34)
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4.3 Gear–box reduced–order model

Analogously to the Section 2.5, the gear–box is modelled as a switching
system whose FSM is depicted in Figure 13. The inertias and the viscous
frictions of the differential, the primary and secondary axis are neglected and
the elasticity of the whole driveline is modelled with a single linear elasticity.

When the i-th gear is engaged, the gear–box dynamics is:

α̇t = τiτdiffωclutch − ωv

T̆sma = k̆iαt + b̆i(τiτdiffωclutch − ωv)

Tload = τiτdiff T̆sma

(35)

With neutral gear, the clutch plate and the vehicle inertia are decoupled and
the gear–box dynamics is:

α̇t = −1

T̆sma = 0
Tload = 0

(36)

The elasticity coefficients ki are obtained analytically from the detailed
hybrid model HM . Firstly, the static characteristic of the clutch of Figure
10 is approximated with a least square line Kclutchα (see Figure 22); then, it
is assumed that the engine suspensions are rigid. By defining the operator:

a//b =
a ∗ b

a+ b
(37)

the elasticity ki with the i–th gear engaged becomes9:

k1 = klin//ksma

k2 =
1

τ 2
(kp//Kclutch)

ki = k1//k2. (38)

The damping coefficients bi, instead, have not been identified analytically
but obtained from the time response.

4.4 Vehicle body reduced–order model

The vehicle body in the hybrid model Hm is modelled as a first–order system
with inertia J̆v and inputs: the torque T̆sma transmitted by the gear–box, the

9It is worthwhile to note that the given formulas are obtained under the assumption
that it is possible to make permutations between inertias and elasticities. This assumption
produces good approximations when the gear–box and semi–axle inertias are much smaller
than the crankshaft and vehicle ones.
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torque Tslope due to the slope of the road, the aerodynamics friction Tair and

the linear viscous friction of the bearing b̆vωv, i.e.

T̆sma − Tslope − Tair − b̆vωv = J̆vω̇v (39)

where Tslope and Tair have the same expression of the equation (26) and8:

J̆v = Jv + Jw + Jd +
Js

τ 2diff
(40)

b̆v = bw + bd +
Js

τ 2diff
. (41)

4.5 State-space representation of the reduced–order
hybrid model Hm

When the clutch is in the discrete state Close, the driveline is described as
a third–order linear system whose state x comprises the torsion angle αt,
the crankshaft speed ωe and the wheel speed ωv. Measurable outputs of the
system y are ωe and ωv, since they are typically measured by the ECU and
the ABS in conventional cars. The input u has two components:

• (i) the average torque engine Te minus the T̆offset;
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• (ii) the slope torque Tslope plus the torque Tair and Tbrake.

The state-space representation, when the clutch is in the discrete state
Close, is

ẋ =





α̇t

ω̇e

ω̇v



 = Ai





αt

ωe

ωv



+Bi

(

Te − T̆offset

Tslope + Tair + Tbrake

)

(42)

y = Cx (43)

where:

Ai =









0 τiτdiff −1

−
τiτdiffki

Je+J̆clutch
−

(b̆e+Bp)−(τiτdiff )
2b̆i

Je+J̆clutch

τiτdiff b̆i

Je+J̆clutch

ki

J̆v

τiτdiff b̆i

J̆v
− b̆i+b̆v

J̆v









(44)

Bi =





0 0
1

Je+J̆clutch
0

0 − 1

J̆v



 C =

(

0 1 0
0 0 1

)

(45)

4.6 Comparison between the models Hm and HM

Figure 23 reports a comparison between the crankshaft revolution speed of
the hybrid model Hm and HM . Notable differences in evolutions are due to
a non satisfactory accuracy in considering Tfric as linear. Figure 23 (A) and
(B) report the crankshaft speed and the discrete state of the clutch during,
respectively, a vehicle start-up from stop and a gear shifting from the second
to the third gear. In spite of the strong reduction of the hybrid model Hm,
the time spent in sliding and closing state of the clutch are nearly the same.
In Figure 23 (C) it is shown the evolution of the crankshaft speed of the
model Hm during a sequence of tip–in and tip–out: the model is able to
represent the driveline most significant oscillations.

Remark 4.6.1 As shown in the previous sections, the reduced–order hybrid

model Hm is obtained from the detailed HM by swapping between the inertias

and the elasticities8. In this way the error during transients between the

hybrid model Hm and the hybrid model HM is not negligible but it remains

always smaller than the error produced under the hypothesis of rigid engine

suspensions, absence of backlash and linear clutch springs. However, since

the inertias and the frictions of the gear–box have been merged with those

of the clutch plate and the vehicle body, the behavior during the steady–state

matches that of HM .
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5 Nomenclature.

Symbol Description Unit
A Frontal area of vehicle m2

bsma Coeff. of damping of the semi–axle N ·m · s/rad
bt Coeff. of damping of the tire N ·m · s/rad
bw Coeff. of viscosity of the hub N ·m · s/rad

B̂ Equiv. viscosity of the secondary axle and diff. N ·m · s/rad
Bfi Coeff. of damping of the i-th clutch spring N ·m · s/rad
Bd Coeff. of viscosity of the differential N ·m · s/rad
Bhigh High coeff. of damping of the engine suspension N ·m · s/rad
Blow Low coeff. of damping of the engine suspension N ·m · s/rad
Bp Coeff. of viscosity of the primary axle N ·m · s/rad
Bps Coeff. of damping of the primary axle N ·m · s/rad
Bs Coeff. of viscosity of the secondary axle N ·m · s/rad
Constant Constant rolling friction of the tire N ·m

Cx Drag cefficients N ·s2·m2

Kg·rad2

Fopt Optimal traction force N
g Acceleration of gravity m/s2

Ĵ Equiv. inertia of the secondary axle and diff. Kg ·m2

Jb Cylinder block inertia Kg ·m2

Jclutch Clutch plate inertia Kg ·m2

Jd Differential inertia Kg ·m2

Je Crankshaft–flywheel inertia Kg ·m2

Jp Primary axle inertia Kg ·m2

Js Secondary axle inertia Kg ·m2

Jv Vehicle inertia Kg ·m2

Jw Wheel group inertia Kg ·m2
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Symbol Description Unit
khigh High coeff. of elasticity of the engine suspensions N ·m/rad
khyst Hysteresis coeff. of elasticity of the tire N ·m/rad
kl Coeff. of elasticity of the left semi–axle N ·m/rad
klin Linear coeff. of elasticity of the tire N ·m/rad
klow Low coeff. of elasticity of the engine suspensions N ·m/rad
kp Coeff. of elasticity of the primary axle N ·m/rad
kr Coeff. of elasticity of the right semi–axle N ·m/rad
ksma Coeff. of elasticity of the semi–axle N ·m/rad
Kfi Coeff. of elasticity of the i-th clutch spring N ·m/rad
Mv Vehicle mass Kg
ns Number of friction surface [ ]
P Power engine at the wheels W
Pin Power at the input of the crankshaft W
Pclutch Clutch plate pressure N/m2

PJclutch
Accelerative power for the Jclutch inertia W

PJe
Accelerative power for the Je inertia W

Pout Power at the output of the clutch W
Psprings Power transmitted by the clutch springs W
Pth Thermal power losses during the slip W
P% Road slope %
Reff Effective radius of the tire m
Rext External radius of the clutch m
Rint Internal radius of the clutch m
tengine Engine temperature ◦C
Tbrake Brake torque N ·m
Tclutch Torque transmitted by the clutch N ·m
Tmax
clutch Torque capacity of the clutch N ·m

Tair Aerodynamics friction N ·m
Te Average torque engine N ·m
Tfric Friction torque on the crankshaft N ·m
Troll Rolling friction of the tire N ·m
Tslope Slope road torque N ·m
Tsma Torque transmitted by the semi–axle N ·m
Tsprings Torque transmitted by the clutch springs N ·m
T i
springs Torque offset of the i-th clutch springs N ·m

Tsusp Torque transmitted by the engine suspensions N ·m

T̂tire Torque transmitted by the tire on the hub side N ·m
Ttire Torque transmitted by the tire on the vehicle side N ·m
T0 Torque offset of the tire N ·m
v Vehicle speed m/s
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Symbol Description Unit
α Backlash angle rad
αb Torsion angle of the engine suspension rad
αdiff Differential angle rad
αl Hysteresis angle of the tire rad
αp Torsion angle of the primary axle rad
αsprings Torsion angle of the clutch springs rad
αtire Torsion angle of the tire rad
αw Wheel angle rad
α0 Reversal angle of the tire rad
αi
0 Discontinuity angle of the i-th clutch springs rad

α1 Discontinuity angle of the engine suspension rad
µd Kinetic coefficient of friction of the clutch [ ]
µs Static coefficient of friction of the clutch [ ]
ρ Density of the air Kg/m3

τdiff Transmission ratio of the differential [ ]
τi Transmission ratio of the i-th gear [ ]
ωb Cylinder block speed rad/s
ωdiff Differential speed rad/s
ωe Crankshaft speed rad/s
ωclutch Clutch plate speed rad/s
ωp Primary axle speed rad/s
ωvehicle Vehicle speed rad/s
ωw Wheel group speed rad/s

Abbreviation Explanation Unit
Ai, Bi, C Matrix of the state-space representation –

b̆i Coeff. of damping of the driveline with i -th gear N ·m · s/rad

b̆e Linear term of the friction torque on the crankshaft N ·m · s/rad

k̆i Coeff. of elasticity of the driveline with i -th gear N ·m/rad

T̆max
clutch Torque capacity of the clutch N ·m

T̆clutch Torque transmitted by the clutch N ·m
Tload The torque Tsma reported at the clutch plate N ·m

T̆sma Torque transmitted by the gear–box to the vehicle N ·m

T̆offset Offset term of the friction torque on the crankshaft N ·m

J̆clutch Equivalent clutch plate inertia Kg ·m2

J̆v Equivalent vehicle inertia Kg ·m2

αt Torsion angle of the driveline rad
µ̆d Constant kinetic coefficient of friction of the clutch [ ]
ωv Vehicle speed rad/sec
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Abbreviation Explanation
ABS Anti–lock Brake System
CVT Continuous Variable Transmission
DMF Dual Mass Flywheel
ECU Electronic Control Unit
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FSM Finite State Machine
Hm Reduced–order hybrid model of driveline
HM Detailed hybrid model of driveline
IC Internal Combustion engine
VDV Vibration Dose Value
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